


















































Objection No. UIO

Name of Objector: Nahar Fibres :

Issue No.L: T&D Losses for true up, Revised estimates and MYT oeriod and

Distribution loss traj ectory.

In the Additional Submission, ITSPCL has revised the T&D losses for the year

2020-21, from 13.90% asper ARR to 1,4.8% as per Additional Submission and so

on.

As per Regulation 8 of MYT Regulations 2019, one of the criteria for adopting

base line values for next MYT period shall be true up values of the previous

period. The trued up aggregate T&D loss for the year 2018-19 in ARR is 1,4.17%

and thus the T&D loss in 2020-21, have to be less than1,4.17%. Therefore, revised

/proposed T&D loss oI'I".4.8% lr:.2020-21. is wrong and needs immediate revision

by frSERC.

It is evident that heavy investments on system improvemen! system

augmentation and loss reduction schemes to reduce the T&D losses have not

yielded results. PSPCL has failed to achieve the desired loss levels, indicating

there by that the cost benefit projections given by ISPCL were wrong. Further,

now PSPCL wants that the consumer be burdened for its under achievement of

losses. Since T&D losses are controllable parameters s per MYT regulations.

I€PCL needs to bear the under achievement and consumer should not be

burdened for its under-performance.

Reply PSPCL:

It is submitted that PSPCL has revised the T&D Losses based on the T& D losses

approved by the Hon ble Commission in the Order for Business Plan and Capital

Investment Plan approved for FY 2020-21, to FY 2022-23 on the 3'd December

2019.1t is further submitted that ISPCL always endeavors to reduce its T&D

losses to minimum level. The main component of T&D losses under ITSPCL is

low billing efficienry which is mainly due to high theft especially in Border

Areas. To curb the energy theft 16.58 lakh connections were checked by

distribution and enforcement organization in FY 2018-19 out of which 1.41 Lakh

cases were.detected and penalties to the tune of Rs.179.29 Cr were imposed on

consumers which were found indulging in power theft. Similarly, during FY

2019-20 upto December 2019, 13.81 Lac connections have been checked by

distribution and enforcement organization and penalties of Rs. 157.55 Cr. have
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